Policy Statement

Mick George Concrete

is an independent company that specialises in the design, manufacture and supply of ready mixed concrete.

The company places particular emphasis on experience, capability, reliability quality and customer satisfaction.

The management objectives of Mick George Concrete is to provide ready mix concrete conforming to contractual and regulatory requirements.

To achieve this objective, it is the policy of the company to establish and maintain an effective Process Control Quality Management System, co-ordinated throughout the company with all management functions (see processes 1.3 and 1.4)

The QMS functions will be reviewed annually.

The Quality Systems of Mick George Concrete conforms to the following:

a) BS EN ISO 9001: 2015
b) BS EN 206: 2013 Concrete Specification, performance, production and conformity
c) BS EN 8500: 2015 Parts 1 and 2 Complementary Standard to BS EN 206 - 1

d) PCP 634 Scheme Protocol - Mobile Concrete Batching Units

All other British Standards, Scheme Protocols and Local policies will be used as required by this company.

The Quality Management Systems describe how Mick George Concrete ensures the requirements relating to quality are recognised and that consistently uniform control of these requirements is adequately maintained.

Signed: ___________________________ Date: 09-01-20

Managing Director